The New Uni Freiburg Course Catalog – Introduction to the Search Menu
The course catalog (Vorlesungsverzeichnis) is part of a campus management system called HISinOne. It is really a large data base
currently containing about 4,000 data sets each term. It is preset to the current semester and can accessed at https://campus.unifreiburg.de/qisserver/pages/cm/exa/coursemanagement/basicCourseData.xhtml?_flowId=searchCourseNonStaffflow&_flowExecutionKey=e1s1. This general search works for course title, number, or teacher. An extended search function can be
opened by clicking on “Erweiterte Suche”. (The “i” to the left of the table, btw, gives you information about possible abbreviations
and truncations and fuzzy search options available within the search function.)
The easiest way to use this search function is to employ departmental
codes to narrow down the search by discipline and then scan the listings.
Entering “LE10” for example will give you all current offerings in the
German Department which you can then readily browse.
You can also start with a keyword such as “Literatur”, if you wish. This will
return all course titles that contain “literature” in some way from all
different disciplines.
Having entered any search term in step one, you can also turn on a filter
function. You may wish to experiment with both options to find what
works best for you or combine them along the way.

To try this, just click on “Filter anzeigen”.

Then you get the following view (which can easily be turned off again with “Filter ausblenden”):

From this view, too, you can further narrow down your selection by entering a key word, a professor’s name, or a department
(Organisationseinheit). Please note: the second column is the course title for the specific semester. The first is reserved for a
generic title, though very often they will be identical.

As mentioned above, an excellent shortcut for culling a list of courses offered in a specific department is to enter the departmental
code number into the search field "Nummer".
A list of all departmental codes can be found at the end of this introduction.
LE10, for example, is the code for the German Department and is contained in all course numbers. Having generated a list of
German courses, you can either click on the arrow symbols to navigate the site or you can proceed to further narrow down your
selection by entering a key word in the title or, if you already know the person, a professor’s name.

Clicking on the arrow symbols and scanning the offerings set by set, you soon find something that may be of interest to you:
seminars on the German sonnet, the novel of adolescence, or the use of dialect in advertising. In order to explore these offerings
more closely and get additional information, click on the link in the course number or the magnifying glass symbol on the far right of
each line.
Once you have decided to take a
closer look at the seminar on “Der
Adoleszenzroman” and clicked on
the course number or magnifying
glass, the data base will open to a
page listing the technical details
about the course: the day and time
the course is offered as well the
location of the course.

Some teachers enter the course
description on this page and you
can scroll down; generally, though,
you need to click on “Weitere
Details einblenden” to see a
description, reading list, and
information on requirements.

And there you are: Description, requirements, and some information on the readings.

Since this page is based directly on information provided by the faculty member, it looks a little different from course to course.
Some courses may not have any detailed information yet. Please check back later, more information will surely be added.

To review: You can start a departmental search directly from
the main search menu and proceed from there. As always,
make sure you are looking in the correct semester. And select
the “Filter” for easier navigation.

Kunstgeschichte: / Art History: LE20
Philosophie / Philophy: LE32
Romanistik / Romance Languages: LE38
Sprachlehrinstitut / SLI: LE44
Please note: The free SLI courses offered to AYFers are
included in our Recommended Courses List and signup is
through AYF.
Skandinavistik / Nordic Studies: LE40
Soziologie / Sociology: LE42

Here is a list of codes for the most frequented departments.
NOTE: there is no space between LE and the code number!

Theologie / Theology: LE17

Deutsches Seminar / German: LE10

Wissenschaftliche Politik / Politics: LE34

Englisches Seminar / English / American Studies: LE02

Wirtschaftswissenschaften / Economics, Finance: LE47

Ethnologie / Anthropology: LE06
Europäische Ethnologie = Volkskunde / Europ. Ethnology: LE46
Historisches Seminar / History: LE11

A list of all university departments follows on the next page.

Schlüssel Lehreinheit
LE00
Zentrale Einrichtungen
LE02
Anglistik
LE03
Biologie
LE05
Chemie
LE06
Ethnologie
LE07
Forstwissenschaft
LE08
Geographie
LE09
Geowissenschaft
LE10
Germanistik
LE11
Geschichte
LE13
Informatik
LE15
Islamwissenschaft
LE16
Judaistik
LE17
Kath.Theologie
LE19
Kognitionswissenschaft
LE20
Kunstgeschichte
LE21
Klassische Philologie
LE23
Mathematik
LE24
Medizin
LE27
Mittellatein
LE28
Musikwissenschaft
LE30
Pädagogik (Erziehungswissenschaft)
LE31
Pharmazie
LE32
Philosophie
LE33
Physik
LE34
Politikwissenschaft

LE36
LE37
LE38
LE39
LE40
LE41
LE42
LE43
LE44
LE46
LE47
LE49
LE50
LE51
LE52
LE53
LE54
LE55
LE56
LE57
LE58
LE59
LE60
LE61
LE62

Psychologie
Rechtswissenschaft
Romanistik
Sinologie
Skandinavistik
Slavistik
Soziologie
Sport
Sprachwissenschaft
Europäische Ethnologie
Volkswirtschaftslehre
Zahnmedizin
Mikrosystemtechnik
Frankreichzentrum
Gender Studies
Archäologische Wissenschaften
Medienkulturwissenschaft
Zentrum für Schlüsselqualifikationen (ZfS)
Ethisch-Philosophisches Grundlagenstudium (EPG)
Medizin - Vorklinische Medizin
Medizin - Klinisch-theoretische Medizin
Medizin - Klinisch-praktische Medizin
Pflegewissenschaft
Zentr.f.Business and Law
University College

